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ABSTRACI

The mental health/education oil each training mode4 to prevent

spec* education teacher career attrition ts tlased on th assumptign

that if one member of a relational system has a problem, then

the entire system has a problem. If special educiltrs are troubled

enoujh to `leave their profession at the current alarmingly ,sigh

rate, .then systems in which they exist roust also he in trouble.

Annual turnover rates for special education teachers have been

estimated to be 1,3 high as between 30 to 50% with several states

reporting almost complete turnover occurring every thee years

(NEU', 1979). An Idaho study (Schrag, 1978) indicated th6 during

the period 1968 to 1976 on the average of 46% of the entire

specill education teaching force left that state after only

two `years of teaching. These figures are contrasted with the

ational Education Association estimates that for the academic

year 1977-78, teacher attrition rates for all teaching positions

was approximately 5.9% of the teachers employed during that

school year (NEA, 1979). The unrecognized special education

teacher relational issues which are similar to the dysfunctions

found in family interactions can also be viewed as concepts

fundamental to change. Theseincludet (1) fuaionj (2) triangulation

(3) problem. ownership: (4) defensive responbe style; and (5)

the ma into of expectations for parents and children at

The outreach training model contentsome level Sher than zero.

and specific strategies discussed'in this paper focus on a choice

inter\ention* based on the premise that a perception of *no

choice* in changing self perceptions and behaviors on the part



cif teachers interacting with children and parents breeds poor

mental health. The model focuses on preventing the intimidation

and resentment that are precursors of this poor mental health

resulting in all too well ublicized special education teacher

career attrition. There needs to be a therapeutic line of support

for teachers to help them learn to approach children and parents

with systematic healthy objectivity during the inevitable problem

times and route spots which occur while beaching. Enhancing
i

educatinal training through an outreach nodel is one wey to

ensure such support.
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BURNAOT AND THE SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

CAR888 ATTRITION DILEKNA

The mental health/education outreach training model to

prevint special education teacher career attrition is based

on the assumption that if one member of a relational system

has a problem, then the entire system has a problem. If special

educators are troubled enough to leave their profession at the

current alarmingly high rate, then systems in which they exist

must also be in trouble. Annual turnover rates for special

education teachers have been estimated to be as high as between

30 to SO% with several states reporting almost complete turnover

occurriscevery three years (NRP, 1979). An Idaho study (Schrag,

1978Y indicated that during the period 1968 to on the average

of 46% of the entire special education teaching f rce left that

state after only two years of teaching.- These figu Bare contrasted
with the National Education Association estimates that for the

academic year 1977 -'78r teacher attrition rates for = teaching

positions was approximately 5.9% of the teachers employed during

that school year (NBA, 1979). The loss of productivity, 'program

stability and quality of services created wlthin an organisation

by excessive turnover according to Hayes (1980) Ls a serious

and costly problem which requires excessive recruiting, hiring,

and assigning of new employees. Other factors incltide the potential
Ides of morale for remaining employees as well as reduction

in the quality of treatment programs delivered to the handicapped
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child. It has been suggested- that one of the awajor underlying

causes of special education teacher career attrition is burnout.

THE APPLICATION OF RALATIONAL.OR INTERACTIONAL THEORY TO SPECIAL
EDUCATORS, CHILDREN AND PARENTS

However, burnout occurs too frequently to represent examples

of individual, isolated special education teacher pathology.

The notion of burnout is, in the main, rather more likely to

be symptomatic than causative per se. The underlying suspected

source of system rather than individual dysfunction which most

likely contributes to this phenomena may also not be the most

obvious, that is, educational systems in general. According

Preudenberger (1975), stress is felt because special educators

are typically trained to be child focused, a4tending to individual'

needs and differences, and as a result, when children do not

readily respond and learn in a manner which is congruent with

the notion of the good or excellent teacher they perceive themselves

to be, they may become disappointed, frustrated, and ang

themselves, their: students, and parents. The unrecognized special

education teacher career attrition issues are interactional

and relational and in many ways are similar to the dysfunctions

observed in family systems (Barragan, 1976). 'Furthermore, special

education teachers under stressful circumstances say situationally

become eper-lt like' in their frustration when things do not

go the way they are expected to in dealing with children and

their parents. It is interesting to note that the face validity

for this assumption has always been available to us. All that
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is reeled is to pay attention to teachers talking about how

difficult it is for even the most competent among them to teach

their own children. Most teachers report that it is difficult

for them to not get emotional and many teachers report that

they just plain 'lose it' even though they are trying not to

get rrustrated and angry at their child during home instruction.

It seems that the common denominator of teacher/child/parent

dysfunction is that no one quite seems to know how to extricate

themselves from the problems at hand. The most obvious deficieney

seems to be that while parents and teachers may be trained in

parenting skills per se, it is less likely that they would have

received training and be skilled in systemic relational interac-

tions. This training and skill deficiency, and the difficulties

of teaching and parenting a,child with special needs concributes

to chilli-focuses and problem oriented teaching and parenting

behaviors which may serve to keep a child dependent and members

of the relational system, teachers, children .and parents, dysfunc-

tional, (Parker it Cooper, 1982) . While not causative per se,

teacher dysfUnction in these interactional areas may support

symptoms in Alldren and their parents which contribute to the

special *ducat feelings of Irustrata, poor mental health,

and burnout.

The unrecognized special education teacherrelational issues*

which are similar to the dysfunctions found in family interactions

can also be viewed as concepts fundamental to change. These

include! (1) fus'.on: (2) triangulations (3) problem ownership;
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(4) defensive response style; and (5) the maintenance of expectat ions

for parents and children at some level other' than zero,. The

outreach training model content and specific strategies discussed

in this paper focus on a choice `intervention" ased on the

premise that a perception of 'no choice` in changing self perceptions

and behaviors on the part of teachers interacting with children

and parents breeds poor mental health. The model fc.cuses on

;)reventing the intimidation and resentment that are precursors

of this poor mental health resulting in all too well publicized

special education taAcher career attrition. There needs to

be a therapeutic line of support for teachers to help them learn

to approach children and parents with systematic healthy objectivity

luring the inevitable problem times and rough spots which occur

while teachin9. Enhancing educational training through an outreach

nodel is one way o ensure such support.

STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE AND INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION ?ROM BURNOUT

Our primary goal as human beings whotaIso happen to be

special educators is to take care of ourselves. If e have

anything left,over, we may elect to give thts surplus *okaynese

to others. We take care of ourselves thiough wellness lifestyles

(Ryan 4 Travis, 1981), and by understanding the dynamics.of

human systems theories and choosing to apply these concepts

so fundanental to wellbeing and change. Each of the identified

systemic functirS1 concerns mentioned, fusion, triangulation,

problems ownership, defensive responsive style and expectations

maintained for children and parents at some level other than

8
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sets suggest specific strategies developed for outreach traininl

model participant *choices* for change. Without these* protective

lifestyles, knowledge and understandings, we may not have any

oksyness left over to give to our professional ik:tivit i es and

rnout may result.

Fusion

According to Fogarty (1976), all persons seek closeness

nd this is fine of the most bast,- ins f systems theory.

Hswever, with closeness comes increased levels of stress, emotion-

Al ity, and expectations: Individuals may find it difficult

to he close while maintaining healthy apace. Moreover, the

energy behind fusion, the hope of meeting one's meeds by uniting

with or vicariously living through another may result in heightened

personal dissatisfaction. Fusion results in blending and an

inappropriate out of balance sense of what we owe ourselves

and what ee owe others. As one outreach training model participant

wrote in her self treatment plan, *1 do feel so responsible

for the lives of my kids in my class and their families %Oat

I felt I wasn't coping with my own life r am irritable, think

only of school Problems, wake up with nishtmares, am tense,

and have dread feelings. My own personal life feels almost

non-existent. I feel like I can't handle it much longer as

a teacher and T need to escape the rut I've got myself into.*

in order to reduce the tensir i created by fusion, outreach

training model participants are instructed in the *choices*

of professional boundaries, healthy objectivity, individuation,
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and distancing through strategies which help them to break the

rules that are maintaining fusion and the stress that results

from this dysfunctional closeness.

In the view of Shaw et al (1979), the specific factors

'eating stress for special educators include: (I) writing IEP's

due process paperwork; (2) dealing with parents regarding placeMent

decisions and parent conferences; (3) job related work after

hours; (4) related activities tilf.'h 37 ;city periods and faculty

meetings; (5) pupil load; (6 .diagnosis and assessment; and

dealing with other teachers.

Tt is not surprising that documenting the problem

throuqh the rEP process and dealinq with parents are considered

the number -me and two fac*^ors creating stress for special educators,

considering how cotfused and blended the roles o& teachers,

parents an children in special education have become. In many

ways, special education teachers are made to believe that if

they are not all things to all people, then they are not doing

a .food job as teachers. In order to help special educators

break this rule and choose healthy professional boundaries,

the following guidelines are presented during outreach training

sessions. Through a combination of didactic instructionlcatharisis

interviewing, large and small group discussion, and writing

self treatment plans, special education teachers begin to choose

to i (1) not parent their students, even those who come from

homes who have parents judged by the teacher as 'being inadequate,

(2) only teach during school hours, which means that at home

10



teachers should parent and not teach: (3) make ahl keep appoiot

ment-only interviews with parents; tiscoarajinzi visits:

(4) avoid playing *ain't it- awful* with parents and ,,-)thers,

particularly on topics which ar"-"personal, gossipy, or otherwise

not ,Gated to teaching and learning and: (5) give fewer, more

meaningful homework assignments and tests, inclading those which

,7an be self corrected during :lass time an that tIme away from

the clarinr6om can be spent engagin in non-teahin3 related

activities which facilitate the reduction of stress.

i.*n3ulation

Filwe( 197 believes that when the tension in a two-person

istem becomes overloaded, then a dysfunctional three-person

triangle is nel. 71sually at the center of this triangle

in faily and school disputes is the who is producing

3ome oehavior that is of :7,1hr:err, tn either a teacher or his

parents. However, in triangulation, the communication is routed

appropriately through the wronl person, creating frustration,
A

angry feelings and stress. The commenta of a mental health

education outreach training model participant typifies the angry

feelings and stress created by triangulation. *Ricky's mom

frustrates me. On an average of twice a week she sends a note

to school such as *You forgot to send Ricky's notebook home,
'a

.lease send. tonight,'" or Tuesday's note might read, *Send Monclay's

parent 'etter home today. This implies to me that she is saying

etrt on the ball ladyi s To me, the forgotten things aren't

too terrible. I feel like I am heing challenged. How do I

11
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hanile this? So far
/

haY40,.. Maybe hav a

Lonference together, vo,( our expectati.l.n;41,,lt in the air.

feel like I have mar/it important things to do with the children

all .--a-rad if T t;Irget to send a Farent lettet :7n-1 Ao

what! We are busy at school.. Outreach training mreiel part ir.ipantr;

re instructed In problem solving stratelies ana function

nterations utillaed.to develop ancl:aintain healthy °twosomes'

,77,f vig-nificant iaportance Jin thi!:: phase of the mental health

t.rainlng ,,program ts helpinq teachers t recognize triangulation

and the ;t (R6 that ..an resul t whe;) , :Ira person ia 4.3e3 t.

sf_)lve or arbitrate A liapute Of,rAter,19t-W. thoat afore-

mentioned example, the reaher-parert onfvrence vas utilize4

Another ,:.7omm'aniate regarling

ttiril his 7:ote.00k t:;n41, Ae weil 1.J ,:jetting classnotes home.

the he4 of teacher, -iclic4Hald hiL molher can becopie

a he4altny twoSe)me attemoing to achieve the eaired results

th,-)ut making the teachet responsPole fr.): Picky's behavior

par,ticulaly since these are behaviors welch Ricky is capable

of producing on his own. As expressed in the example, triangulation

Sin have the effect of robbing Ricky of important opportunities

to be responsible for his own behavior, triangulation also sets

the teacher up for failare because only picky can really be

responsible for his own behavior. It is the teacher!' role

in this case to say to Ricky's pirent when she says that he

forgot hianotebdtpk. That sounds like sometning you sight vent

ti' Ihare with Ricky.* These healthy twosomes and professional

3 t:
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houndaries help teachers and parents to reduce stress by not

Jetting triangulaeed.

=4-li.w Ownership

Along with fusion and triangulation, clarifying problem

lonerstipip may also work as an anti-burnout tool whi0 minimizei

anxiety and stress between teachers, ptrents and children.'

The most basic rule of thumb necessary for choosing not to own

others' problems which is shared with outreach training model

,.trticipants is the notion that the only change one can-make,

hanie n self and that teaches shoule. not even try to

:tt4ttge parental job would be Jp to t he parents . Written

z-ftmilents made by e,,ants indicate

that in many ways, problem ownership is contributlag to overall

stress. Pot example, one participant wroto, / have.

ncerna with helping parents improve their overall parenting

fAills" and another wrote, I have concerns with.marital family

tension and breakup over having a handicapped child,**- While

these may be real concerns, outreach training model participanbe

re instructed in the basics of *systems limited responsibility*

(Beavers, 1983), This limited responsibility say be necessary

because as in the examples given, there is a likelihood that

with the significant presenting difficulties, persons may Already

be confused as to where one's own responsibilities begtaand

end and another Is begins and ends. Despite the seemingly overvbellx-

ing nature of the parent and child's problesi, outreach training

BEST COPY AvAl:
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motel participants are instructed in notions which include;

(1) not using right/wrong, fault or blame when there is emotional

upheaval occurring in a family system; (2) never reason with

feelings# particularly strong emotional feelings oncerning

a child's handicap or marital discord. For example, it is suggested

to outreach training participants that rather than trying to

rush in with explanations and answers for these types of significant

problems which often is the temptation ,w1th helpin7 professionals'

techniques which maintain boundaries and allow fami!ies as well

as childres to define themselves by their own struggles need

utillzea. Simple phrases which teachers can use much

rt 'Say more about that, or *Really!" tend to keep problems

,wnership in checks and 0) because each system reality interaAs

with others, At is not necessary to define one system level

as the only significant one. This will allow teachers to maintain

the environment that they do control, the classroom, ea a potentially
a

productive one even for a child with significant physical learning

or emotional handicaps even though he is from a dysfunctional,

* disheartening family.-- Significant stress and burnout can result
whet teachers own the problems of not only their own classroom

but the dysfunction of the child's family as wall.

Defensive Response Style

Because feelings and emotions nay run high, teachers are
often spoken to by parents in a manner that contributes significantly

to stress, frustration, and angry feelings. One outreach training
model participant wrote, a In my experience, / was verbally attacked,

14



threatened, and told 1 as stupid by a parent, rand that) I

war not teaching her child.° what to do with these feelings

is a signifirant problem for teaohets and contributes greatly

to burnout and the anxiety related to parent conferercing and

interaction. The basic assumption of the outreach training

model is that defensive response takes cwnership. That is,

when the teacher respOnds tope heat of the moment and attempts

to provide a defense, the teacher has bought the problem. The

best rule of thumb is to not defend oneself vim a vie the accu a-

tions and the intensity of the emotion, or to try to reason

with h these emotions, but ratt,4 use a reflective empathetic

sty) techniques which can keen teachers from getting hooked

omotional4 and help them stay with the parents' agenda thus

insuring the highest chance that communication will remain open.

Empathy presupposes an awareness of relational boundaries and

represents and example of healthy investment, also the ability

to suspend personal agendas. Specifically, empathy techniques,

according to Parker (1983), are utilised tot (1) gain more time

to think $nd work with one's own feelings; (2) help others bear

-how they ilptin3; (3) check to 8.4 if you heard -correctly; (4)

114y more time when, you don't know what to say; (5) remain silent

when you don't want to answer or offer advice to questions;

(6) summarize what a parent has said; (7) change the locus of
responsibility; (8) invite additionerrnformation 'without influencing
the direction of the conversation and; (9) help the parent focus
on the content rather than the emotion of what they said, Statements
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such as 'Reports cards and grading are an important ise6 and,

'It sounds like you would like, to be kept more informed about
4

homework assignments,' represent a reflective empathetic teacher

choice' to becoming defensive when these are topics of upset4

rn essence, rather than being defensive, outreach training model

participants areliel.ped to reduce anxiety and stress by understanding

the paradoxical notion that you get control by giving up control

in emotionally charged situations.

The Maintenance of Expectations for arents and Children at
k some Level Other Than Zero

Perhaps the most difficult as wail as the most controversial

all 'choices' to make is the one which requires teachers

to give up formulating expectations for children and parents, Out-

reach training model participants,are confrqintedwiththe realiza-

tin that any expectations for a child or his parents will by

defi.it ion he to high or too low. Expectations for the most

part meet the needs of the person who establishes the expectation

and not in the case of teachers, the child, or the parents.

Because we can change ourselves,, we may have expectations for

ourselves. However, the most appropriate levels of expectations

for others, including children and parents, would be at or around

the, zero level. In this regard, teachers will consistently

be pleased and surprised at what children can accomplie , and

can be truly happy for the accomplishments they have made for

themselves as teachers without the resentment of missed expects-

tions. .While centroversiilf this notion can go a long way in\

reducing special education teacher stress, stress which results

_ 16



F..rom the f ti - t spe4a1 stthieats particul

handicapped chiidren do not pically provide teachers with

the obvious satisfactio s of good behavior ffection, and rapid

lean. 3ing which make teaching inikediat rewarding CFost
4h

SU MARY

In our rush to implement special education program we

have forgotten to provide teachers with the too -s they need

to be objective in theiT relationships with parents and children.

Tools which work to prevent career att:tition Instread, many

teachers feel obligated to assume as problem ownership role

which, works to the detriment of themselves as well as children

and parents. Special education teachers ace letting us know

that this system 4.8 not working, by leaving their profession

and also, hopefully as an alternative effort, askin,gfoy- help
wf

in 6uf ldi effective relationships with the parents of children

th. developmental disabilities and handicapping ditions,

as well as the children themselves, relationships which allow

teachers* parents and hildren to identify and use their individual

rights. and opportunities to grow. We need to facilitate teachers'

understandings of how to help parents without feeling that they

must attempt to solve and be responsible for family and personal

probl7ems. A child's failure to progress developmentally often

ems frosm and is aaected by the family and personal problems

experienced by children as they interact with schools and teachers.

Teachers themselves in an effort to be good teachers may become

17
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emotionally charged and Solution orient d. Teachers need to

know what limitations to place on their own involvement and

maintain their own mental health, partirularly important in

view of the high yate of job attrition in special 'education

as a profession. The systems thiLkingutilized in the outreach
- ,

training model is, of course only one way' to approach human inter--

I

action. BOWevez* itsstrength lies within the recognition

that people -want to .change and that they want to define themselves

and that they prefer these to resentment, stress, poor mental

health, and burnout

18
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